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MARKET TRENDS
Heavy soft and fluid blends for Fall Winter comfort
Lots of warp texture with high grin through
Flaming grin through taking us back to the start of the millennia
Vertical 2 way with slubs and a vertical cross hatch
Heavy warp slub with a small weft and high drape
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MARKET TRENDS
Rigid looks with low elastic stretch driven by the perception of
quality
Fit forgiving stretch with a soft squeeze achieved through linear
compression / low modulus elasticity
Driven by the desire for comfort and flattering garments dark royal
indigo Shades. Japanese flashback. Also green casted pure indigo.

Fall color that washes wash down as warp due natural weft
Coated silver and gold for a roaring 20s look
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WINTER STRIPES
Stripes
Herringbone
Soft and supple fabrics with a
silky hand
Melange indigo railroad stripes
for modernized heritage looks
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Sustainability
is a given in everything we do. We have
broken it down into the best practices
and fibers whereby working towards
reducing the total Carbon footprint.
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AT FREEDOM DENIM WE CARE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT AND ARE COMMITTED TO
ACHIEVE A BETTER AND MORE SUSTAINABLE FUTURE FOR ALL

Freedom denim
treats 100% of
water used and
recycles 42.5%
with plans to
increase this to
100% in 5years

Generates 9.5
million KwH of
Solar Energy per
year directly
from our own
plant

We are an active
member of Higgs
Index and have a
score of 65% &
78% respectively
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Concepts are applicable to any fabric

Solutions for building your

and is encouraged to group multiple

FW 23/24 lines. All solutions

concepts into one fabric for

can be combined.

multifunctional and sustainable
garments.
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COLORED DENIM

A grouping of product utilizing denim construction and yarns, but
delivering endless trend correct colors through reactive dyes with an
indigo attitude
We deliver brighter colors that fade like indigo as an alternative to your
basic blues
Also offering earth tones and winter colours that do not wash down in
wet processing
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Color is essential for differentiating your FW lines, but unlike garment
dyeing, reactive dyes consume 1/10th of the amount of water requiring
only one pass in the dye bath
This revolutionary dye process, requiring only soda ash and salt, allows
you to wash down coloured denim to any desired shade with very low
effluents
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GOING BACK TO OUR ROOTS WITH NATURAL INDIGO

Indigo is the oldest known colourfast dye coming
from the magical indigo plant family and dating
back 6000 years
With it’s inherent sustainability attributes like soil
restoration and carbon sequestration (not to
mention being safe to ingest), we go back to our
ancestors roots of using natural plant dyes
Natural indigo articles come in a variety of shades
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OCEAN PLASTIC POLY

Circular systems are the way of the future,
where one’s waste becomes the beginnings
for new materials
Recycled polyester is created by removing
plastic waste from the infamous garbage
island, turning plastic waste into PET chips,
and extruding our new filament
A perfect option for replacing virgin polyester
to meet your sustainability goals
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LOW IMPACT DENIM

CiClO technology is a sustainable textiles ingredient in the form of an
additive that is combined with polyester and nylon during melt
extrusion at the very beginning of the fiber making process
CiClO additive creates millions of degradable spots in the matrix of the
plastic, where microbes that naturally exist in certain environments
can break down the materials just like they do with natural fibers.
Degrading at the same rate as wool, CiClO technology is the only
product on the market that degrades into methane carbon dioxide
and water leaving zero trace behind
After 7 years, CiClO products will degrade 78% of its total mass
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4 WAY MY SIZE TECHNOLOGY

A revolutionary technology allowing not only fit forgiveness
through a soft squeeze linear compression, but additionally being
able to fit multiple body sizes in the same jean through expansive
stretch technology in 360 degree movement giving you a jean you
won’t want to take off
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Results in greater inventory control and fewer SKUs leading to less
wasted product
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COTTON-LESS DENIM

• With the increasing uncertainty of cotton supply and pricing, we are introducing a 0
cotton alternative for your FW collections

• 50% Tencel and 50% Ecovera
• 14 .5 oz with 15% stretch using Lycra T400
• Marbling and cantaloping
• Heavy weight while maintaining a fluid and soft handfeel reading like a lightweight denim
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• It’s deceivingly heavy weight can take you through fall, holiday all the way to Spring 24
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WINTER WHITES WITH
CORDURA
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Winter White denim is an essential for this upcoming F/A 23
season
Our High Ridge technique creates highly elastic fabrics at 60%70% stretch that has unique hand feel properties, such as
smoothness and drape
Characterized by its beautiful bold twill line, this 2x3 left hand
twill defines itself on the wearers body through its deepens twill
valleys
Additionally, it delivers exceptional abrasion resistance while
feeling great in hand and on your skin
The perfect fusion of function and fashion for very refined
denim
Offered in seeded fabric at 25-40% stretch
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CLOUD DENIM

Cloud Denim incorporates a new ground breaking spinning
technique
By plying multiple yarns Freedom is able to produce denim that
reads visually heavy but under hand is uniquely supple, soft, and
fluid, without compromising any performance to the garment
This technique can achieve very Americana and Heritage looking
denim with cantaloping and marbling, but reads and feels like a
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Tencel comfort product
We offer this product in rigid and low elastic stretch
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JACKETS

Blends: Cotton /Linen/Tencel/Rayon/Viscose/ Refibra/Hemp in multitude of
weaves.
18 Colors

Sulphur Black – Top & Bottom

Pure Indigo

Liquid Indigo & Black

Sulphur – Top & Bottom
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FALL COLORS

Houdini Black

Gunmetal Grey

Bay Blue

Royal Blue

Carbon Blue
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HOUDINI BLACK

• A magical dyeing process that results in a deep rich black
that washes down with a tone of blue giving the black
coolness and crispness throughout all levels of washing
• No more yellow or red casted blacks!
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FALL TEXTURES

Flashing back to the early 90's when denim was breaking the mold of
what we consider luxury, Warp Flaming Slub Denim gives a unique
visual characteristic of warp yarns in conjunction with a vertical grin
through for a very trend correct look featuring big slubs and textural
yarns.
• Weight 12 -13.25oz
• stretch 20-35%
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FOIL PRINTING IN GOLD & SILVER

Allover Foil / Metallica printing on PFGD for
holiday
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Stretch 20% not a big slub.
10.5- 11.5oz
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FLOCKING

The flocking process:
applying short monofilament fibers,
usually nylon, rayon or polyester, directly
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on to a substrate that has been
previously coated with an adhesive.
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BRUSHED BACK

A revolutionary blending technique in yarn mechanics
This technique creates highly elastic fabrics at 60% - 70%
stretch that has unique hand feel properties, such as
smoothness and drape
A slick hand feel while delivering exceptional abrasion
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assistance
Napped/sheered on the back giving warmth and a velvet like
hand feel
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PJ DENIM

An artisanal spinning technique incorporating the finest
synthetic fiber known to man
This innovation blend gives the fabric a slight brushed face
with a touch of warmth
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The back resembles a hand feel close to cashmere
Feel the bounce in the stretch, while achieving a compact
feel in hand
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RAW DENIM

Let’s go back to the days when we wore in our
own jeans
Our raw denim fabrics do not shrink like usual
after a rinse and achieve an open and flat
looking face
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WINTER STRIPES

Timeless and classic with a twist of modern trend. Freedom
has put together a collection of winter stripes ranging from
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black herringbones to refined pin stripes. Offered in bottom
weights & top weights, in stretch & non stretch with a
multitude of fiber blends.
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AFRICAN COTTON

Cotton Made in Africa is an initiative by the Aid by
Trade Foundation leading the way in sustainably
produced cotton. The goal is to support smallholder
farmers to improve their livelihoods and protect our
environment through trade versus donations.
CmiA works with an extensive network in the cotton-
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growing regions: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote D’Ivoire,
Cameroon, Mozambique, Nigeria, Zambia, Tanzania,
Chad, and Uganda.
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KALEIDOSCOPE DENIM

An artisanal spinning technique incorporating the finest
synthetic fiber known to man
This innovation blend gives the fabric a slight brushed face
with a touch of warmth
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The back resembles a hand feel close to cashmere
Feel the bounce in the stretch, while achieving a compact
feel in hand
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UK & EU Sales Representative

DENIM DIVISION OF SHANDONG RUYI GROUP
Room910,9/F, Shanghai International Trade

Freedom Denim NY

UK OFFICE

Centre, No 2201,

Freedom Denim UK

West Yanan Road, Changning District, Shanghai

143 City Way, Rochester, Kent
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